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REFLECTOR #2: Club

In this second chapter, “REFLECTOR” presents a live set by
Lucient & Gnomalab and Sisters of Sound (SOS) representing the
club scene both in Barcelona and Los Angeles.

REFLECTOR is a series of electronic music that aims at building bridges between
Spanish and American musicians. Each of the three chapters presents a double
music session by DJs from Spain and another from the United States. Both of the
sessions are played by DJs who run a show on Dublab radio, a station based in
Los Angeles and Barcelona that has become a benchmark of electronic music on
both sides of the ocean. Each chapter explores a specific area of the local
panorama, highlighting the reflections between both scenes and the value of the
universal language of electronic music.

REFLECTOR #2 heads to El Cid –one of SOS’s favorite LA spots to dance to
good music, regularly attending “A Club Called Rhonda” and Dave P’s “Making
Time” parties which transform this traditional flamenco dancing and dining club
to a delicious late night party. On the Barcelona side and very close to the Paral.lel
street, old cradle of Barcelona’s bohemia, LAUT, where Lucient is a resident, is
an avant-garde club designed for a reduced audience with a very careful selection
of local and international DJ’s and equipped with a high-quality sound system.

ABOUT LAUT W/ LUCIENT & GNOMALAB

LAUT is a young Barcelona underground club that offers careful programming by
and for lovers of electronic music, where the local scene and the most avant-garde
proposals from outside our borders are balanced, in a not very crowded
environment and with great attention to detail.

In his line up it is common to find Lucient, one of his resident DJs, who has
already put himself to the test with two marathon, 12-hour non-stop sessions, a
detail that alone indicates his extensive knowledge of dance music of all times and
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the security with which he exercises his skills behind the decks.

Gnomalab is a renowned visual artist on the national scene who has left his mark
in the best electronic music festivals in the country, as well as in museums and
facades around the world. He is a master of visual perception; in how things can
be transformed in relation to how we observe them.

ABOUT EL CID W/ SOS

Originally opened in 1962, El Cid has long been Los Angeles’ premiere
destination for traditional flamenco dancing and Spanish tapas. The historic venue
features numerous patios and a central location on West Sunset Boulevard in the
heart of the Silver Lake neighborhood. Unpretentious and atmospheric, the iconic
restaurant and bar offers guests a new experience.

SOS Music, founded in 2020 by Maddy Maia and Tottie (Sisters Of Sound) is a
L.A.-based record label and music collective, dedicated to uplifting female and
non binary electronic artists from across the globe. Maddy Maia and Tottie’s deep
love and understanding of the electronic underground stems from both DJs
working in different facets of the music industry.

Sisters Of Sound play a selection of Club, House and new music forthcoming on
their label as well as selections from some of their favourite producers such as
Elkka, Violet, Nightwave, and Regular Fantasy as well as LA based artists, Juliet
Mendoza, Cromie, and BAE BAE. Music to get the body moving and ready to be
back on the dancefloor.

ABOUT DUBLAD

Dublab is a non-profit radio station based in Los Angeles and created in 1999,
which broadcasts wide-spectrum music from around the world. In 2015 Dublab.es
was founded with the aim of promoting local culture and giving it projection.
Dublab broadcasts hundreds of radio programs hosted by some of the most
talented DJs worldwide. The radio airwaves allow space for diverse styles, eras,
genres and music cultures to co-exist.

Now Dublab’s programming has expanded to include the production of original
art exhibits, films, events record releases and educational programs related to
health, youth, development, education and creative processes.

From April to June, a new chapter of REFLECTOR will be presented each
month with a live session by a Spanish DJ and an American DJ.

https://gnomalab.es/
https://www.instagram.com/elcidsunset/
https://www.dublab.com/shows/sos-music
https://www.instagram.com/maddymaia/
https://www.instagram.com/tottie_lottie/
https://www.dublab.com/
https://dublab.es/
https://www.spainculture.us/city/online/reflector-club/

